Tiffany Joseph (21 years)

“I was seen as the only one that survived”
I grew up in Blodestreet. I was raised by my grandparents. I have two sisters, one is older and
one is younger. The two of them have the same father. I have my own father. That always made
me feel like I’m the black sheep in the family. My sisters have a Muslim father, they are much
fairer then I am and I look much different to them.
My grandparents are very religious people. I see my grandmother as a mother figure and my
grandfather like my father. It’s not like something was lacking when I grew up, I still had that
family structure, unlike many of the other kids in the community.
There were always cousins in the home; the house was always full of people. I was kind of shy
and introverted, which is still the kind of personality that I have today. I was okay but I was not
really seen. Not until I matriculated. I was just tagging along. Then I went to University. I was the
first one of the family to go to University. Then my family became more aware of me and they
started to treat me differently. I felt quite appreciated. A lot of them are victims of what is
happening out here in the community of Lavender Hill. I was seen as the only one that survived.
I feel like a survivor myself as well and a lot of my younger cousins see me as an example.
My grandparents were a big influence; they did not want me to be like everyone else, so they
kept me isolated. They did not want me to fall pregnant at 15 years of age or drop out of school.
Although I was living in Lavender Hill I did not have a clue about what was going on. I was only
allowed to play in the garden, behind the fence and I went to a school outside of the
community. I was not allowed to have any friends. I never rebelled against these rules. Up until
today I am very respectful towards my grandparents and humble.
I only spend one year at university. I studied Film & Media. I sing; I’m a performer. Although I’m
a shy person, when I’m on stage I’m a different person. But I wasn’t really enjoying university. I
struggled with that because I realised that is not what I want to do in life. I wanted to be famous
and then I didn’t want to be famous anymore. Our educational system is very weak and it didn’t
really prepare me for university, I was so overwhelmed. There were also other personal
circumstances. I needed to work. And then after I worked I tried to get into University again, but
my appeal was denied. So I came to volunteer at New World Foundation. I volunteered for the
Aftercare programme for more than six months and I did different courses, like the life skills
courses. Then Rapcan had a position open and I was recommended. That’s how I ended up in
my current job. My job is so interesting, yet very challenging, because my grandparents kept me
in a bubble and isolated me from all that happens in Lavender HIll. My colleague introduced me

to all these things that are happening in the community and he made me aware of the things
that I was oblivious to.

“Abuse is the biggest problem”
In my job I am trying to change behaviour. I wish there was less abuse, less child abuse and
more jobs for the people, more skills for them to access. Abuse is the biggest problem in the
community. It’s so big that people think it’s normal. Parents don’t know that you can also listen
to a child instead of only shouting at them. When they become aware that it is not normal they
start thinking differently. They will grow to understand that they do not deserve to live like this.
The most important moment in my life was when I was accepted at UCT. Nobody helped me,
nobody even knew I went to write the assessment test. I got my own bursary. I did it all on my
own. I was like over the moon when I heard they accepted me! I was sitting with the acceptance
letters for three hours, just staring at them. I want to go back to university now. I’m twenty-one.
I’m supposed to be learning as much as I can, being with students. I want to do a different
subject now though; I want to become a teacher.
In a few weeks I am moving out of Lavender Hill. I’m aware of what is happening here but I don’t
want to be living in violence, there is a life outside of Lavender Hill. I don’t want to be afraid
every time I have to take a taxi home. My dream would be to live in the northern suburbs, like
Stellenbosch or Paarl, where the air is fresh and silence is loud. I got like lots of dreams! I would
love to have a school where the system is much different to how it is now. I only want ten
children in the class so that each child can have that attention it needs and all their individual
needs can be met. I also want it to not be so rigid; it must have couches instead of chairs. The
children must be able to sit under a tree if they want to.

“I can do so much more with my life”
My grandmother has been the biggest influence on my life. My grandmother is a strong woman
because she as well has been through a lot. She is very spiritual and she has this child-like belief
that whatever she says just happens. I get my strength from her. She gets a bit moody now that
she’s getting old and easily irritated. But I still love her.
My visit to Germany, last year, gave me a different perspective on life. Being in another country
made me realise that I can do so much more with my life. It made me grow as a person. I am
more conscious now of the many opportunities that exist out there, more conscious of where I
could be. As I am getting older, I am becoming my own person, depending on myself to
influence myself by staying focused. I use myself as an example to show that no matter how you
look, whether you live in Lavender Hill or Gugulethu, all you need is someone to have your best
interest at heart and love and protect you at all times.
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